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• Introduction to Forensic Science

• University’s first and most highly successful MOOC

• Over 52,000 participants

• Now in its fifth run

Building upon success



http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/news/futurelearn-
delighted-at-response-to-first-moocs/2014010.article



http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/news/futurelearn-
delighted-at-response-to-first-moocs/2014010.article



Storytelling as a pedagogy

A story “facilitates instruction directly through verbal or linguistic means and indirectly by aiding in the 
mental construction of a sequence of events enacted for or by the learner” (Andrews, Hull & Donahue, 2009).

The murder-mystery story used in ‘introduction to Forensic Science’ being “believable, rememberable, and 
entertaining” (Neuhauser, 1993), underlined the second principle of the course – that of an underpinning of 
fun. This led the course to be developed with a conscious effort to engage participants in activities which 
were closely aligned to materials and learning outcomes but stimulated students through enjoyable 
exploration outside of the course core website. Such activities included learning to take fingerprints, shoe 
impressions and participants extracting their own DNA.

Building upon the success of the ‘Introduction to Forensic Science’ MOOC and upon review of the course 
feedback it was clear that course participants enjoyed the storytelling element of the MOOC and in some 
cases they fed back that the story that weaved its was through the six weeks of the course was the hook 
that kept them coming back each week and encouraging them to complete the course. 

Storytelling would be at the heart of the ‘Caring for Vulnerable Children’ MOOC



Course Trailer







Exploring the theory

• Video with blend of narration, video and 

images

• Theory explained

• Comments and discussion encouraged 



• Theory discussed

• External links

• Activities

Discussion 



• Test their knowledge

– Test at the end of each week

– End of course test (certificate 
of attainment at a cost)

Formative Evaluation



Google Hangouts







• Voting

– Billy’s future

– Participants cast their vote 

– Then view a video in final 
week outlining Billy’s future

Polls






